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Happy New Year, Washington Families!  

I hope you all had happy holidays and made 

lots of memories!!   

Math lessons and SRBI are in full swing. 

Students in K-4 will be taking the winter 

Symphony benchmark to check progress 

and growth during the week of 1/11-1/15.  

Don’t forget, this program can be used at 

home along with Xtra math. 

I am very happy with the progress that the 

students are making.  We look at scores 

from last year and compare them to current 

scores and are seeing lots of growth. Big 

thanks to the teachers and all of you for 

helping us make these positive changes!  

Let’s keep it going!! 

 

Ms. Limosani – Math Coach 

 

Mark your calendar! 

Carnival Family Math Night 

Thursday, March 3, 2016 

5:30-7:00 

Washington 

Dinner, games, prizes! 

Transportation for those who need it. 

 

 

Math Games in our Rooms! 

Through grant money that the district applied for, I was able to order lots of great 

games and manipulatives for all of our classrooms.  Teachers can use these 

during their core time, SRBI, recess, or any time they can fit them in.  They are all 

common core aligned, very kid friendly, and lots of fun! 

  
Computation Tails – help practice addition and subtraction fact fluency 

 
Dry erase boards – help students practice division, place value, fractions, 

decimals, and so much more 

 
Each grade got a rack of bagged games that are reusable. 
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Washington Data Wall 

That’s a lot of good learning!! Green represents scores 90-100.  Yellow 89-80. Red 79 

and below. 

          

 

           

 

 

 Current Units of Study & Essential Questions  

K – Finishing Unit 4: Fluency with Additions & Subtraction within 5 – starting Unit 

5: Exploring Addition & Subtraction within 10 - 1.  If you have two sets of objects, 

how can you tell how many objects you have altogether?  2. What is subtraction? 

1st - finishing Unit 3: Counting and Place Value – starting Unit 4: Exploring 

Addition and Subtraction within 100 - How can we add three numbers together 

using a fact strategy?  (Example:  4 + 6 + 2) Performance Task 

2nd – finishing Unit 3: Fluency with Addition and Subtraction within 100 - starting 

Unit 4: Exploring Addition and Subtraction within 1,000 - 1. When adding and 

subtracting three digit numbers, why does place value matter? 2. How can you 

regroup a hundred when you need to subtract more tens than are present in the 

tens place?  

3rd – Unit 3: Computing with Whole Numbers - 1.  Why do we need to understand 

place value?  2.  How do fact strategies and relationships help us add, subtract, 

multiply or divide? Performance Task 

4th - Unit 4: Comparing Fractions and Understanding Decimal Notation – 1. How 

can fractions look different but have the same value?  2.  All proper fractions come 

between what two numbers?  3.  What is the relationship between a decimal and 

a fraction with a denominator of 10 or 100?  Performance Task 



 

Math Happenings at Washington 

     
Way to go 3rd and 4th graders! 

       

 
Math journals are used every day to give students a chance to read, write, listen, speak, and think rather than just 

compute a quick math problem.  They let the students connect the lesson to real world situations. Students also reflect 

on which of the 8 Mathematical Practices they used to help them learn.  The practices are good “habits” that students 

need to use daily when thinking about solving a math problem. Grades 1-4 all had model lessons on how to better 

incorporate these into their lessons and learning.  Learn more using the link below! 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/ 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/

